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he Drew University Physics Department is pleased to announce
that Dr. David McGee has been
awarded a National Science Foundation
(NSF) grant for the continuation of his research in the area of nonlinear optical polymers. Competition for the grants is keen,
with only 30% of all submitted proposals
receiving funding. The 3-year, $135K
award, is earmarked as a Research in Undergraduate Institutions (RUI) grant. The
RUI program was initiated by NSF in an
effort to foster fundamental research at institutions of higher learning that mainly
grant undergraduate degrees. Although
RUI proposals are placed in competition
with submissions received from larger research institutions, RUI proposals must
demonstrate that students will be employed
as research assistants for the duration of
the grant and that they will benefit from the
experience.
The research supported by the grant
will involve the fabrication and testing of
novel nonlinear optical polymers that exhibit what is referred to as photorefractivity. By illuminating the polymer with laser
light, it is possible to control the propagation speed of subsequent light beams
through the material, creating in effect
light-controlled diffraction gratings. While
these polymers have the potential to steer
optical beams and store holographic im-

Editor: Joe Kinast

ages, it has been a challenge to develop
materials that have the response time and
long shelf-life necessary to be compatible
with modern high-speed electronics. In
the coming years, Dr. McGee hopes to
make strides that will aid the fabrication
of increasingly efficient and stable photorefractive materials.
Perhaps those who stand to benefit
most from the RUI grant are present underclassmen and incoming students.
Funds from the grant will be able to support physics and chemistry students seeking to conduct independent studies or
honors theses in this area of research.
Further, over the lifetime of the grant,
Dr. McGee will be able to mentor 6 research assistants over 3 summer terms.
These students will receive free housing
and a $3500 stipend over the course of an
8 to 10 week period. In addition, it is
hoped that results from the experiments
conducted at Drew will lead to publications in peer-reviewed research journals
and presentations at professional meetings. As Dr. McGee will be on sabbatical for the upcoming summer, employment opportunities in his lab will be
available the summer of 2002. In the
meantime, any physics or chemistry students who are interested in this research
are encouraged to contact Dr. McGee.
Joe Kinast

WANTED
Research assistants interested in photorefractive optical polymers research. Compensation will be $3,500 for 8 to 10 weeks, and free
housing is provided. Interested physics or chemistry students should
contact Dr. McGee about employment opportunities beginning summer 2002.

Matt McMahon (CLA ‘01, pictured above) is the
proud father of a 104 kb LabView program designed to measure the Curie temperature.

hroughout the Spring ‘01 semester,
Matt McMahon and I have been
engaged in an independent study
which focuses on updating several of the
computer programs utilized in the Advanced Laboratory courses here at Drew.
The older programs, which were written
in HP Basic, have been functional but
difficult to upgrade and debug. Furthermore, for students lacking programming
experience, the process of learning how
to use these programs has sometimes
made it difficult to complete an advanced
lab experiment in the allotted three
weeks.
In an effort to alleviate these problems and improve the versatility of the
programs, Matt and I are rewriting them
in the LabView environment, which employs the graphical programming language G. Instead of using line-by-line
code, LabView programming relies on
icons called virtual instruments that are
wired together on a block diagram, an
approach that is perhaps more intuitive
than learning the sometimes complex
syntax of a more traditional programming
language. Furthermore, LabView en(Continued on page 5)

Jonathan Paley, who graduated magna cum laude from
Drew in 1997 with a double major in physics and computer science, is involved in a cutting edge physics project
at Boston University where he is a Ph.D. candidate.
As reported in The New York Times (Feb. 9, 2001) and
the New Scientist magazine, a team of researchers, including Paley, has found that the muon, the electron’s heavier
sibling, is ever so slightly more magnetic than predicted;
about four parts in a billion greater than predicted. The
discovery, the magazine says, may challenge the best current theory of fundamental particles, called the Standard
Model, that has ruled particle physics for 30 years.
Admittedly an esoteric area, the experiment suggests
that the Standard Model is incomplete and that physicists
may be on the verge of discovering a collection of new

particles, such as those predicted by a theory called supersymmetry. Researchers performing the experiment at
Brookhaven National Laboratory in New York found evidence to suggest that the muon emits and reabsorbs other
types of particles, perhaps some of the supersymmetric
partners.
Paley, who hopes to defend his Ph.D. thesis in the
coming year, was involved in analysis of the muon beam
dynamics from a winter 1999 run conducted at Brookhaven National Laboratory. With the aid of computer
simulations, Paley helped calculate the electric field and
pitch corrections associated with the precession frequency
of muons in the muon storage ring.
Many physicists would like to see the Standard Model
unravel because it cannot answer some of the basic conceptual questions, such as why do the particles have the
masses they do. Although there is optimism that these
findings might lead to some “new physics,” Paley has
taken a more reserved attitude. He cautions that analysis
of data from more recent experimental runs needs to be
conducted before the group can more confidently state that
their results deviate from what the Standard Model predicts. In the upcoming analysis of a data run from 2000,
Jonathan will be involved in both simulation and analysis
of real data.
Joe Kinast

Storage ring of the Muon Collaboration's experiment at Brookhaven. Image from http://physicstoday.org/pt/vol-54/iss-4/
captions/p18cap1.html

This summer the entire Hall of Science will be shut down to allow first
steps to be taken in preparation for
more significant renovation to follow.
In this initial phase the entire air handling system for the current building
will be upgraded and then have the capacity for supporting an eventual future
addition. Taking advantage of the precious summer months will allow this
major improvement to be made without
interrupting the academic year. The
surprise February announcement of the

Portions of this article were excerpted from http://www.
depts.drew.edu/media/news/2001/20010306_physics/

project had faculty and students scrambling to make alternative arrangements
for the usual busy summer academic
activities and programs. Summer science courses have been cancelled, faculty and staff will work from temporary
offices, and the Governor’s School in
the Sciences will operate at a slightly
diminished capacity at other locations
on the campus. Plans are also being
developed, pending full funding availability, for the summer renovation of
the two large lecture halls in the building. The plans for a major addition to
the building, as reported in previous
issues, have been proceeding in tanta-

lizing
fits
and
starts.
With a projected price
tag bringing
s e v e r e
“sticker
shock” and
fund raising
for science
buildings
more difficult than anticipated, it is exciting to finally see
beginnings of this extensive project
taking place. Stay tuned!
Bob Fenstermacher
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Physics is served to undergraduates
on a silver platter. No half-baked ideas.
No unpalatable equations rendered in
tasteless notation. No evidence of the
struggles of generations of physicists
who, like sweating cooks seeking the
right ingredients for a perfect recipe, finally emerged with formulas à la mode.
And struggle they did. Think of Max
Planck speaking in Berlin in December
1900 before a small group of academics
anxious to get away for the Christmas
holidays, tentatively--very tentatively-suggesting that blackbody radiation is
quantized. Or Niels Bohr, desperate to
explain the hydrogen spectrum, awkwardly mixing classical physics with the
quantum of action. Or Einstein, peeking
at de Broglie’s Ph.D. thesis: “He has
lifted a corner of the veil.”
Consider the short-lived BohrKramers-Slater theory, which abandoned
the conservation of energy and caused
Pauli to threaten to give up physics altogether. Think of Heisenberg going to a
rocky island in the North Sea for relief of
his hay fever, giving up on trying to solve
the problem of the anharmonic oscillator
but inventing matrix mechanics instead.
Or Erwin Schrödinger, on vacation in the
Austrian Alps, struggling to find a quantum wave equation, complaining in a letter to his friend Wien, “If only I knew
more mathematics.”
Ponder the fact that German physi-

The People Have Spoken
Congratulations to the newly elected SPS
officers for the 2001-02 academic year:
President:
Vice President:
Activities Director:
Newletter Editors:

Peter Miraldo
Justin Hotchkiss
Brett Becker
Natalya Katsap
Arlene Ovalle

SPS & M$5
Congratulations also to the following SPS
members who have been inducted into Phi
Beta Kappa: David Benjamin, Joseph
Kinast, Matthew McMahon, and Tricia
Missall

cists in the 1920's strained to make ends
meet in an economy in which the mark
plunged to a trillionth of its pre-World
War I value, while some faced the ugly
Nazi charge that they were doing “Jewish
physics.” Ultimately, thanks to people
such as Dirac and von Neumann, quantum mechanics was packaged as a respectable exercise in abstract vector
space. Quantum theory to go.
It takes a look at history to appreciate
the agony and ecstasy that marked the
progress of quantum mechanics and, indeed, all of physics. Nine students, three
auditors, and I are doing that this semester in a new course listed as History 57,
The History of Physics in the 20th Century. There is a wealth of material on the
subject, including our main text,
“Quantum Generations,” by Helge
Kragh, published in 1999, in the nick of
time for the course. We even persuaded
the Theatre Arts Department to do a
reading of the play Copenhagen, which
examines the controversial meeting between Bohr and Heisenberg in the fall of
1941. The course has changed at least
my perspective on how we got to where
we are.
So I urge you to learn a little history
of the subject you love. It will whet your
appetite for more.
Dr. Carter

New Inductees
Since its installation in 1988, the Drew
University chapter of Sigma Pi Sigma
has inducted 57 members. This year,
an additional 5 candidates will be inducted into SPS at the annual awards
banquet and induction ceremony to be
held on April 24. Congratulations to
the newest inductees:
Matthew John Carillo
Justin Gregory Hotchkiss
Peter Miraldo
Jacob Luff Reichman
Elizabeth Anne Zuzzio

For five weeks this spring, I took an
abbreviated version of the course How
Things Work to the populace of Madison.
The course was offered as part of the Drew
Minicourse Series held at the Madison Library. For two hours each Wednesday a
diverse and curious class of fifty adults
wrestled, some for the very first time, with
Newtonian concepts of motion and energy,
and the basic ideas of light, heat, and the
nucleus. Each week focused on specific
practical applications based on those fundamental areas of physics: automobiles,
clocks, heating devices, lighting sources,
and nuclear energy. With some trepidation
about the level of difficulty for the course
(even with no mathematics), I was delighted to see the entire class return after
the first week - something that doesn’t always happen in a typical introductory physics course! Armed with a car full of apparatus carried from our demo collection, I
was able to present a grand array of physics toys and magic. The “students” were
amazing with their interest and questions.
And nothing was off limits. It didn’t really
matter if their question was directly related
to the topic at hand. If they had read about
it in the New York Times, they were interested in knowing more. Several reported
great satisfaction in observing applications
of class discussion in their daily lives, and
one retired gentlemen stated that he was
now almost able to pull the tablecloth out
from under the dishes on his table at home.
I didn’t ask how many plates he had lost so
far! In summary this was a very enjoyable
and stimulating teaching experience, and a
unique opportunity to spread the physics
word to an incredibly receptive audience.
Somehow it seemed quite consistent with
our overall teaching mission at Drew.
Bob Fenstermacher

During the course of the 2000-01 academic
year, David Benjamin, a senior physics and
psychology double major, has been engaged in an honors thesis project with Dr.
McGee. David’s thesis, which will be de(Continued on page 5)
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David Benjamin

Matthew McMahon

Having finished up my 4 years here at
Drew in the physics department, I am
going to move on to bigger and better
things. This summer, my last free summer, I will take off, relaxing and getting
ready for next year, where I will matriculate to the University of Colorado at
Boulder. There I am enrolled in a PhD
program in physics. Exactly what I will
study there, I have not yet determined,
but there are numerous possibilities, especially in Atomic, Molecular and Optical physics. Then after my 6 years, the
road is open to wherever I may go.

Matt will be enrolling in the Vanderbilt
University physics Ph.D. program beginning in the fall of 2001.
Tricia Missall
Starting in June, I will be attending Saint
Louis University School of Medicine. I
was granted a fellowship for the seven
year MD/PhD combined degree program. I will decide on a PhD lab during
my next two summer rotations. This
summer I'm looking into virology and
vaccine development, but my PhD can
be in any biomedical science. (-even

biophysics!) The ultimate goal of the
program is to increase the number of
physician scientists by giving the students the full clinical training of medical
school plus the problem solving and basic science training of graduate school.
As for a clinical specialty, I'm thinking
about pediatrics right now - but that will
probably change a few times in the next
six years!
Elizabeth Rickter
Betsy will be enrolling in the Lehigh
University physics Ph.D. program beginning in the fall of 2001.

Joseph Kinast
In spite of extensive attempts to delude
myself into thinking that college would
continue indefinitely, I am now forced to
admit that there is life after an undergraduate degree. In an effort to keep the
real world at bay for a few more years,
however, I will be enrolling in the Physics Ph.D. program at Duke University in
August later this year. As Duke does not
require its incoming students to become
affiliated with a particular research
group during the first year, I have some
time to explore several potential areas of
research. At the moment, however, my
interests are in optics or medical imaging. Presently, I am trying to procure a
summer research position at Duke to
become acquainted with the area and the
department prior to the Fall semester.

The graduating crop of physics majors. Pictured (from L to R): Joe Kinast, Betsy Rickter, Tricia Missall,
David Benjamin, and Matt McMahon

Peter Miraldo
Justin Hotchkiss
This summer I will be at Penn State for
their 9-week REU program. Although I
am not yet certain what type of research I
will be doing, I am mostly interested in
applied physics. The program also offers
frequent seminars on careers in physics,
luncheons with professors, and recreational activities. I am eager to begin my
time there.

This summer I will be working in the
Governor's School here at Drew. I will
be acting as a teaching assistant in both
the classes the students will be taking
as well as in the labs they will be participating in. I will also function as an
RA in the dormitories. I will be placed
in charge of about 10 of the male students in the dorm and I will also be responsible for supervising a group of
about 10 students in a project they will
be doing.
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(Continued from page 1)

the March 2000 Optical Fiber Conference posted 3400 job openings (at all
degree levels) for which there were 301
applicants. In addition to job statistics,
the Physics Today special issue contains
a number of articles useful to beginning
and advanced majors, including
“Preparing Physicists for Life’s Work,”
and “So You Want to be a Physics Professor”.
Dr. McGee
Physics majors and minors: be sure to
check out the April special issue of Physics Today, “Careers for Physicists”.
While employment prospects for physicists have always been strong, the past
five years have seen demand for physicists exceed supply, particularly in areas
such as solid state, optical, and computational physics. For example, Physics Today reports that the employment center at

Pat Boeshaar
Pat Boeshaar will be visiting the Aspen
Center for Physics during 3 weeks in May/
June to participate in a Workshop on Dark
Matter Telescopes. The rest of the summer
will be spent at Bell Laboratories examining the first data sets available from an ongoing four year deep sky survey undertaken on some of the largest telescopes of
the National Observatories in Arizona and
Chile. She will searching the database for
the lowest mass stars and brown dwarfs in
the halo of the Milky Way, in order to determine their role in the star formation history of our galaxy as well as their possible
contribution to its dark matter content.
Bob Fenstermacher
This summer I will be at Drew where I expect to represent the physics interests in the
ongoing renovation of the building. On
sabbatical this semester, I hope to continue

Information on current and future
internships is available at the
Career Center,
and can be accessed
on the internet:
http://www.depts.drew.edu/career/

some work on advanced laboratory experiment development, do some long
anticipated reading, and complete a
needed upgrade of the department’s
web page. I will also teach several
courses as part of the Governor’s
School in the Sciences at Drew. And
of course no summer would be complete without some interesting home
improvement projects and a little
travel! I suspect it will be the usual
very busy and short summer.

ables programmers to create virtual front
panel displays on the computer monitor
which can be used to simultaneously control a vast number of laboratory instruments with a GPIB interface. LabView’s
status as an industry standard has resulted in a need for instrument drivers for
a wide variety of power supplies, meters,
and other instruments. In response to
this demand, National Instruments, Labview’s owner, has provided an instrument driver library online, enabling LabView programmers to save hours of programming with a quick download of their
professionally written virtual instruments.
Despite its remarkable power, LabView’s learning curve remains reasonable. Perhaps the greatest testament to
its ease of use is that fact that I lack extensive computer programming training,
yet have been able to use LabView without much difficulty. Further, for someone with some traditional programming
training that might interfere with learning
a graphical programming language, as in
Matt’s case, the program remains easy to
learn and use. At present, both Matt and
I are on pace to complete our programs
by the conclusion of the semester. The
end result, we hope, are programs that
will enable future Advanced Laboratory
students to spend more time figuring out
the physics of a system rather than trying
to figure out how to use a computer program. In the process, students will be
able to move from the world of DOS to
the presumably more familiar and comfortable confines of a Windows-based
program.
Joe Kinast

Jim Supplee
This summer Jim Supplee will be working at Stevens Institute of Technology,
where he is an Adjunct Professor of
Physics. He will be studying electromagnetically induced transparency,
which is a coherent optical effect. This
work is supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

(Continued from page 3)

fended on April 20, focuses on the use of
photorefractive polymers. More specifically, David’s work examined the properties of holograms in a photorefractive
polymer. It is hoped that this line of research will eventually have benefits in
the area of optical storage.
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Tuesday, March 27
The Physics Dept, in collaboration with the Theatre Arts Dept,
present:
A reading of Michael Frayn’s
Copenhagen
7:30 PM HS-244

In a well-deserved break after 6 years of
full-time teaching, Dr. David McGee will
be on sabbatical during the summer and
fall of 2001. For the duration of the summer, he will be working in the area of free
space optical communications at the Naval
Research Laboratory in Washington D.C.
The project will explore satellite-satellite

Wednesday, April 11
Election of SPS
officers for 2001-02
3:30 PM HS-203
Tuesday, April 24
SPS Awards Banquet
and Induction Ceremony
5:30 PM in the University Club
Sunday, May 6
SPS Picnic
3 PM at Dr. F’s house

and satellite-ground communication via
laser beams modulated by quantum well
semiconductor devices. During the fall
months, Dr. McGee’s research efforts
will switch to Bell Laboratories in New
Jersey, where he will continue research
on modulators for optical communications. The Physics Department wishes
him a productive and satisfying
“vacation.”

Check out the Physics Department
Web Page at
http://www.depts.drew.edu/phys/

Drew University
Department of Physics
Madison NJ
07940
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